"The cancellations and delays never seem to stop," says Wesley Huntress, director of the Carnegie Institution of Washington's Geophysical Laboratory, NASA's former space science chief, and vice chair of the American Astronomical Society's (AAS's) 1200-member planetary sciences division. "The planetary exploration program is in a crisis mode."
In a public statement issued on 14 November, the AAS division blamed the financial problems on "a pattern of underbidding" and an overemphasis on the "cheaper" portion of NASA's commitment to launching faster, cheaper, better spacecraft. To control the cost growth, the division recommends increased competition and external peer review. "We understand NASA is trying to wrestle with this beast," says division chair Mark Sykes, a planetary scientist at the University of Arizona in Tucson. "But there is the prospect for more cancellations." Agency officials acknowledge the problem. "This is an unusual set of circumstances," says Jay Bergstralh, NASA's acting science director of the planetary exploration effort. "And there is anxiety in the community." The 1999 failures of two Mars missions have made for more conservative-and therefore more costly-estimates, he says, citing a report earlier this year that attributed the Mars failures in part to a lack of money for adequate testing.
AAS isn't the only outside group calling for changes. This week NASA's own space science advisory committee planned to send a letter to Ed Weiler, the agency space science chief, backing increased competition and reiterating the importance of missions like Pluto and Europa. "It's time to take a very careful look at the entire [planetary] program and fix it," says Steven Squyres of Cornell University, who chairs the panel. Huntress and Sykes also want an outside study of NASA's outer planetary program, but agency officials say that a NASA-led inquiry might come up with better solutions more quickly.
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